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others expressed a variety of opinions. To begin prayers now,
so late in the session, might cause talk, and lead the public to
suspect that there was trouble behind the closed doors. It was
not the Quaker custom to have prayers at political gatherings,
and this was Philadelphia, Among the delegates were members
of various Protestant denominations—Quaker, Episcopalian, Pres-
byterian, Methodist, Baptist—and Roman Catholics. Williamson
of North Carolina pointed out that the Convention had no money
to pay a chaplain or chaplains. The motion was never put to
a vote, and the meeting adjourned. This religious discussion may
have cooled the debate for the time being, but the next day, the
29th, the conflict went on with little change of temper.
Johnson of Connecticut thought that since the states were to
continue to exist, then both the people and the states ought to
be represented in the federal legislature: the people in one branch
and the states in the other, as Sherman of his state had already
proposed. Gorham of Massachusetts insisted that the smaller
states would be better off if they were closely united with all
the others than if they forced a separation and had to make their
way alone. If they should force a separation, as he implied they
were threatening to do, he was willing to remain here as long
as any other state was willing to confederate with Massachusetts,
in the hope of working out some plan that could be recommended
to 'the people.
Madison also faced the possibility that if the dissenting states
refused to join with the others, the states might become totally
separate or re-form themselves into partial confederacies. In
either event, "the same causes which have rendered the old
world the Theatre of incessant wars, & have banished liberty
from the face of it, would soon produce the same effects here."
Hamilton said there was another danger to be expected if the
union should be dissolved. The separate states, or partial con-
federacies, would naturally form alliances with European nations
that had dominions on this continent. Those nations were much
concerned over the course America would take and were
anxiously awaiting the outcome of the Convention, The United
States must have a government strong and tranquil enough to
be respected abroad. "This was die critical moment for forming
such a government We should run every risk in trusting to
future amendments. As yet we retain the habit of union. We-

